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---------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Information 

 
 
No special exam resources are allowed. 
The exam assignments are in English only. 

You may answer in English, Norwegian, Swedish or Danish. 

The exam results will be published in the StudentWeb no later than three weeks after the 

examination. 

Best of luck! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Assignments 

 

 

The exam consists of two parts – you need to pass both parts in order to pass the 

exam. Part 1 (Short answers) and Part 2 (Long answer) each count for 50 % of the total 

mark. 

You need to answer 5 out of 7 questions in Part 1.  

You need to answer 1 of 3 questions in Part 2.  

In total 6 questions must be answered.  

If you fail two of the short answers (Part 1) you will fail the entire exam. 

 

 

Part 1 – Short answers 

Please answer briefly five of the following seven questions: 

1. Why is Barth critical of ‘structural’ models of culture? 

2. Are anthropologists publically ‘engaged’, whether they like it or not? 

3. How does Martin relate late 20th century immunology and neoliberal capitalism? 

4. How does Anderson define the nation; which other understandings does he argue 

against? 

5. What does Mauss mean by “techniques of the body”; why should we study them? 

6. How is, according to Carsten, “relatedness” different from “kinship”, and how is the 

distinction useful? 

7. What can social anthropology and conceptual art learn from each other? Use examples. 

 

 

Part 2 – Long answer 
 

Please answer one of the following three questions: 

1. “Fieldwork is no longer what it used to be.” What has changed, and how can 

anthropology respond to it? Use at least three examples of non-traditional ethnography 

from the reading list. 

2. How can anthropologists study and use history, and what are the challenges? Discuss 

at least three examples of anthropological engagement with history from the reading 

list. 

3. Discuss how anthropologists studied relations between knowledge and practices of the 

body, on the one hand, and society and political economy on the other. Use at least 

three examples from the reading list, and suggest further directions of enquiry. 


